
Instructions for Mini Doll Sweater

Materials: One pair of baby socks whose top opening measures 2¼" (6 cm); a small 
amount of tear away stabilizer; seam sealant

Instructions

1. Starting at the top of the first sock, measure down
2¼" (6 cm) and cut across the sock. This piece of
the sock will be the sweater body. On the second
sock measure down 1¾" (4 cm) and cut across the
sock. You will make the sleeves with this piece. 

2. Cut two 1" (2.5 cm) sleeve slits at the top sides of
the sweater body. Starting at the sock top, cut the sweater sleeve piece in half.  
You now have a sweater body with two sleeve slits, a left sleeve, and a right 
sleeve.  

3. Put seam sealant all the way around raw edge at the bottom of the sweater body 
and let it dry.

4. Lay one open sleeve on each side of the sweater
body. 

5. Pivot the sleeves so that the sock top section of
each sleeve is next to the sweater body. Fold
down the sleeve slits on the sweater body. 

6. Slip the left sleeve under the sweater body. 
The illustration shows edge A and edge B
pinned together. Before zigzagging the sleeve
to the sleeve slit, you need to add tear away
stabilizer and then baste. 

7. Cut a 3"x1" (8 cm x 2.5 cm) square of tear
away stabilizer.
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8. Slip the stabilizer under the left sleeve and the sweater body.  

9. Baste the edge A, edge B, and the tear away stabilizer together. The sleeve will 
need to be stretched slightly as you baste. 

10. Zigzag the sleeve to the edge of the sleeve slit.  

11. The picture on the right shows the left sleeve pulled
out from under the sweater body. You can see the
tear away stabilizer sticking up at the seam line. 

12. Follow instructions 6-11 for the right sleeve.

13. This picture below shows both sleeves pulled out
from under the sweater body. The stabilizer has not
been cut away. 

14. If you lift up the sleeve slit with the sewn sleeves,
you can see how the finished sweater will look once
you have sewn the tops of the sleeves. 

15. Carefully cut the stabilizer away on each side of the
stitching. Do not tear the stabilizer away, because it
will stretch the knit.
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16. Turn the sweater wrong side out.

17. Cut a 7"x1" (18 cm x 2.5 cm) strip
of tear away stabilizer. Baste the
tops of the sweater sleeves together
and onto the tear away stabilizer.

18. Zigzag across the top of each
sleeve. Sew one or two zigzag
stitches into the sweater body at
the end of each sleeve. 

19. Carefully cut the stabilizer away
on each side of the stitching.

20. Turn the sweater right side out. 


